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Consults, Transfer of Care & 
Transport:
Recognizing our scope & expertise and 
knowing when, how, and from whom to 
get help for our clients



Who Defines our 
Scope?

At the end of the day, it behooves us 

to be as skilled as possible and for our 

clients to trust us as much as possible. 

AND it is reasonable to have 

boundaries in our care

Additionally, scope may be defined 

by:

● Our licensing body

● Community Standards

● Personal Knowledge, Skills

● Client Desire, Refusal



Consulting 
WHO

● Midwives

● OB/GYN

● Holistic Professionals

● Pediatrician

● Emergency Care

WHEN

When we need a second 

opinion, but are not yet 

ready to transfer care

● Running our care 

plan by someone else 

with more expertise

● Asking a limited 

client care question

● Limited in-person 

consult

HOW

May differ in community, 

or by personal connection.

● Defined consulting 

relationship

● Cold Call Consult

● Colleagues

● Emergency Call



Transfer of Care
WHO

● OB/GYN

● Pediatrician

● Emergency Care

WHEN

When care is beyond our 

skill or unsafe at home

● Obstetrical 

Complications 

● Neonatal 

Complications

● Type of Birth (AVD, 

C/S)

HOW

May differ in community, 

or by personal connection.

● Emergency Call

● Call to Hospital L&D

● Referral in 

community to OB

● Referral in 

community to 

Pediatrician



Transport
Semi-Urgent

In labor, immediate postpartum when a 

situation needs alternate care but is not an 

emergency (example: wants epidural)

Transport Plan

● Usually okay to go by client’s car 

● Consider liability if you transport in  

your car with client

Urgent

In labor, immediate postpartum when 

situation is an emergency, needs urgent 

attention (ex: advanced resuscitation)

Transport Plan

● Call ambulance (911)

● Have directions for ambulance

● Nearest Hospital with capabilities

● Have SBAR ready / Call ahead



Discussing with Clients

Prenatally

● Deeper discussion of conditions that would 

transfer care in pregnancy

● Time to go over common birth complications 

● Discuss plans for hospital transport if needed

In Labor

● Brief Discussion / Emergency Management

● Clear, Concise Instructions

Debrief

● Revisit & Debrief what happened when all is 

well and calm



Smooth Transport
Ambulance Prep Sheet

Prep prenatally or while in early labor.

Ambulance Prep Sheet

● NEON single sheet of paper

● Client Full name, Partner name

● Address

● Closest Intersection

● Closest Appropriate Hospital

Call Ahead to Receiving Hospital

Ideally, have the phone number for receiving 

hospital saved in your phone: include L&D, 

Emerg, Pediatrics

Giving Report

● Explain Presenting Complaint

● Explain who needs to be ready to 

receive & what care needed

● Explain coming in by Ambulance 

(emerg) - need direction



Giving Report: 
Parent

Typically to an RN

Sometimes to OB or MFM

Hi, I’m _________ (Name), Midwife.

This is _____ (client), and we’re here 

because [PRESENTING ISSUE]. 

[Client] is a G[#]P[#], [#]w[#d] 

pregnant, GBS [+/-], SROM/AROM at 

[time]. 

[Client] has a history of [xyz]. 

Pregnancy has been 

[uncomplicated][complicated by…]. 

Client has had full prenatal care by 

midwife, was planning a homebirth.



Giving Report: Baby
Typically to an RN

Sometimes to OB or Ped

Hi, I’m _________ (Name), Midwife.

This is Baby [Parent last name], and 

we’re here because [PRESENTING 

ISSUE]. 

[Client] is a G[#]P[#], [#]w[#d] 

pregnant, GBS [+/-], [Client] has a 

history of [xyz]. Pregnancy has been 

[uncomplicated][complicated by…]. 

Birth was at [time] through [clear?] 

waters. Labor was [uneventful?]. 

APGARs were [#/#]. [Reason we are 

here…]



SBAR: Giving Report

S

● Situation

● Immediate Needs, Presenting Problem 

B

A

R

● Background

● Relevant to the current situation, pregnancy

● Assessment

● Your recent assessments, your take on situation

● Request

● Specific, tangible request : “transfer of care”



Handover Sheets 
Also ensure client chart is available



Practice / Personal Debrief and Audit
After Action Report

Standard Tool typically used in drills and practice scenarios to debrief what we learned, 

what to do better, etc. Overview, Strengths, Improvements, Specific Take-Aways.

Near Miss Audit

Standard Tool typically used in cases where there was a “near-miss” morbidity and 

mortality situation. To learn what saved the patient and how to ensure similar care.

Liability

Important all details of an incident written down as soon as possible for clearest memory.
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Peer Review, Personal Support
Peer Review

For community accountability and the input 

/ learning of your peers

Basic Presentation

● Present the facts of the case

● Good to lead with the 

outcome/presenting issue

● Strict confidentiality of identities

● What you best learned

● Seeking Input from colleagues

Personal Support

Good to have a safe person in your life to 

talk with, good for this to be someone 

outside your home when possible

● Strict confidentiality of identities & 

details, only general themes and 

personal stressors

● NO posting on social media


